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Abstract 

The simulator SHAFT79 of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has been applied 

to field-wide distributed parameter simulation of the vapor-dominated 

geothermal reservoir at Serrazzano, Italy. Using a three-dimensional 

geologically accurate mesh and detailed flow rate data from 19 producing 

wells, a period of 15.5 years (from 1959 to 1975) has been simulated. 

The reservoir model used is based on field measurements of temperatures 

and pressures, laboratory data for core samples, and available geological 

and hydrological information. The main parameters determined (adjusted) 

during development of the simulation are permeabilities and much of the 

initial conditions. 

Simulated patterns of pressure decline show semi-quantitative 

agreement with field observations. Field pressures decline overall 

somewhat more rapidly than predicted in the simulation. It is concluded 

that (i) the interface between overlying steam cap and deeper boiling 

aquifer remains stationary during exploitation; (ii) the aquifer boils 

approximately uniformly throughout in response to production. 

Furthermore, the simulation suggests that (iii) there is cold water 

recharge and/or incomplete heat transfer from the rock due to fractures in the 

margins of the reservoir, and (iv) some steam flowing to the main well field 

originates from deep fractures rather than from boiling in the two-phase zones 

modeled. 

Simulation methodology and ambiguity of parameter determination is 

discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Serrazzano geothermal reservoir is one of the distinct zones of the 

extensive geothermal area near Larderello in central Tuscany, Italy. 

Natural manifestations and utilization of steam and hot water from shallow 

holes in this region have occurred for centuries. Deep drilling was begun 

after 1930, and since 1939 electric power has been generated at Serrazzano 

from geothermal steam (with an interruption in World War II, when the wells 

were destroyed). 

We have developed a distributed-parameter simulation of the performance 

of Serrazzano reservoir from 1959 to 1975. To our knowledge, no such 

simulation has ever been attempted for a producing vapor-dominated geothermal 

reservoir. Serrazzano was chosen as a case study for developing and evalu

ating the methodology for two reasons: (1) detailed production data and 

much geological and hydrological information is available for the reservoir; 

(2) for environmental reasons surface disposal of produced brines is no 

longer acceptable in Italy, and numerical studies are needed to aid in 

developing an appropriate injection program. 

The numerical simulations presented in the present paper were carried 

out with a computer program called SHAFT79. This program was developed at 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, and is briefly reviewed in Chapter 2. Data 

base and elements of a conceptual model for Serrazzano are discussed in 

Chapter 3. Subsequently we explain the method used in developing a history 

match simulation, and present results for our current "best" model of 

Serrazzano reservoir. 
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2. The Simulator SHAFT79 

SHAFT79 solves coupled mass- and energy-transport equations for two-phase 

flow in a porous medium, using an integrated finite difference method. This 

method allows a very flexible one-, two-, or three-dimensional description 

of reservoirs, and is easily applicable to irregular shapes and geological 

features. Methodology and applications of SHAFT79 have been discussed in 

References 1-3. The main assumptions and approximations can be summarized as 

follows: (1) Geothermal reservoirs are approximated as systems of porous 

rock saturated with one-component fluid in liquid and vapor form. 

(2) Porosity can vary with temperature and pressure, with all other rock 

properties being constant. (3) Liquid, vapor, and rock matrix are in local 

thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., at the same temperature and pressure, at 

all times. (4) Capillary pressure is negligible. 

SHAFT79 includes an accurate description of thermophysical properties 

of water substance, based on the steam table equations as given in Reference 

4. Time is discretized fully implicitly, and the coupled non-linear finite 

difference equations for mass- and energy-transport are solved simultaneously, 

using Newton/Raphson iteration. The linear equations arising in the iteration 

are solved with an efficient sparse solver. S 

Accuracy of the program has been verified by comparison with numerical 

simulations published in the literature, and by comparison with the quasi

analytical similarity solution method developed by O'Sullivan. 6 ,7 Table I 

summarizes the performance of SHAFT79 in simulating our present "best" model 

of Serrazzano geothermal reservoir on LBL's CDC-7600 computer. 

3. The Data Base 

At the present time, Serrazzano field has 19 producing wells and 18 wells 

which are shut in because they are dry or nearly dry. The produced fluid is 
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approximately 96.5% superheated steam, and 3.5% non-condensable gases (mainly 

CO 2). Liquid water has never been encountered at Serrazzano. However, 

mass balance considerations demonstrate convincingly that most of the fluid 

reserves in Serrazzano are in place in liquid form. 8 From the drill logs it 

has been possible to identify the permeable strata of the reservoir, and to 

9 10 map the .geometry of the system.' The reservoir is an anticlinal horst-and-

graben structure, with thickness varying from some ten meters near the 

intensely fractured structural high to more than 500 meters in areas with 

thick layers of "evaporite" rocks (see Figure 1). The "evaporite" complex 

consists of highly permeable and porous anhydrite, limestones, and radiolarites. 

The location of impermeable boundaries is somewhat open to question. 

Formations underlying the structural high may have non-negligible 

permeability and porosity. Fractures are known to play an important role 

11 12 in fluid transport in Serrazzano.' It appears possible that significant 

amounts of steam are brought through fractures into the main reservoir from 

great depth (> 2 km). 

Geochemical and hydrological work has shown that Serrazzano field is a 

rather isolated section of the Larderello geothermal region; no significant 

13 recharge is believed to occur. 

Average properties of the rock matrix are subject to large uncertainty. 

Laboratory tests on cuttings have given consistent values for specific 

density, specific heat, and heat conductivity. However, average porosity 

and permeability cannot be determined from core samples on a laboratory 

scale. These parameters are very poorly known. A few drawdown- and buildup-

tests have been conducted in the past, from which a rough picture of the kH

distribution has been inferred. 14,15 Interpretation of these tests is 

questionable due to 2-phase conditions in parts of the reservoir. 
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Wellhead temperature and pressure measurements in flowing wells, and 

pressure measurements in shut-in wells, provide a basis for determining 

average thermodynamic conditions in the reservoir. Interpretation of 

these data is complicated by substantial variations on a local scale, 

sometimes due to deep fractures, sometimes due to shallow cold aquifers. 

Operating conditions in Serrazzano approximate production with constant 

pressure p~ S bars. Many wells have rather small flow rates, and estima-

tion of downhole conditions is uncertain because of unknown and possibly 

8 large effects from heat losses to shallow aquifers. 

Important work on average pressure distributions in Serrazzano was done 

by Atkinson et ale (ref. 16). Using somewhat subjective judgment in 

evaluating field data with their sometimes large fluctuations and local 

variations, these authors were able to construct several contour maps of 

average reservoir pressures between 1960 and 1975. These pressure maps, 

when combined with temperature data, show that superheated conditions 

prevail throughout the main well field, near the structural high. 

No direct information exists regarding the distribution of pore water 

in the reservoir. A rough hint is available from a conceptual model of 

17 18 Serrazzano as developed by Weres et al.' Postulating hydraulic continuity 

with surrounding aquifers, and using a plausible value of T = 27SoC for 

initial (pre-exploitation) reservoir temperature at depth, the steam/two-phase 

interface is estimated near sao m depth. 

Positions, producing horizons, and time-dependent flow rates are known 

for all wells. 

In summary: Although much data and qualitative information is available 

for Serrazzano, the data base falls very much short of the detailed and 
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complete definition required as input for distributed parameter simulation. 

Moreover, available data reflect actual field conditions to varying degrees, 

and are subject to various degrees of confidence. As indicated in Table 2, the 

most significant deficits with regard to data availability exist in the 

areas of permeability, distribution of pore water, and porosity. Partially 

unavailable or uncertain are data defining geometry and boundary conditions of 

the reservoir, and the detailed distribution of temperatures and pressures. 

4. Method of Simulation 

The simulation is carried out using the geologically ,accurate mesh as 

developed by Weres (ref. 18). Figure 1 gives an areal view of the reservoir, 

with the positions of the geological cross-sections employed in the mesh 

generation indicated by straight lines labeled A to Z. Figure 2 shows the 

computer-generated mesh in two different (rotated) views. The mesh represents 

a reservoir that is a curved thin sheet approximately 1 km from top to bottom, 

2 and areally covers about 25 km. It has 234 polyhedral elements with 

679 polygonal interfaces between them. There are up to 10 interfaces per 

element. 

Our initial attempts to model the pre-exploitation phase were soon 

abandoned when it became apparent that the almost complete lack of data 

would leave us with a multitude of rather meaningless parameter choices. 

Subsequently, we endeavored to model the post-1959 period, for which rather 

detailed field data are available. 

The data (Table 2) have to be grouped into those which are provided as 

input to the simulation, and those against which simulated results are compared. 

The division between the two groups is to some extent arbitrary. We noted 

before that operating conditions in Serrazzano approximate production with 
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constant (well head) pressure. For modeling purposes, this could be imposed 

as a (mathematical) sink condition. The objective then would be to match 

observed production flow rates. 

We chose a different approach, which makes a more sensitive use of the 

observed flow rate data. (These data are measured with good accuracy.) 

Namely, we impose observed flow rates on the simulated reservoir model. 

The task of the history match simulation then becomes one of (i) sustaining 

the observed flow rates over the period from 1959 to 1975, for which 

production data are available, and (ii) doing so under conditions of 

relatively mild pressure fluctuations near the main well field. 

The history match simulation proceeds in trial-and-error fashion. We 

make certain assumptions for those parameters which are not well known, or 

are unknown, compare simulated field performance with observed performance, 

and then modify our parameter estimates so as to reduce discrepancies between 

simulated and observed performance. The limited availability of data (see 

Section 3) confronts us with a multitude of choices. It would appear that 

one could invoke a large variety of assumptions ad hoc, which may not be too 

meaningful, yet could not be refuted. The actual situation is, however, 

not anywhere near that ambiguous. The seemingly rather trivial requirement 

of sustaining observed flow rates at nearly constant pressures turns out to 

be very restrictive, due to the long duration of the simulation (15.5 years). 

The main well field near the structural high contains superheated steam, 

and therefore has a rather small mass content. The mass produced over 15.5 

years is several hundred times larger than the mass in place in the main 

well field. Only through very subtle fine-tuning of certain parameters was 

it possible to avoid a premature catastrophic decline of pressures in the 
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main well field. Table 2 summarizes the handling of the various parameters 

during development of the history match. 

Most important among the adjustable parameters is the permeability 

distribution. It determines the "dynamic" response of the reservoir; i.e. , 

the way in which time-dependent production rates q(t) give rise to time

dependent pressures pet). The permeability along the I-phase flow path 

determines the short-term (days or weeks) "elasticity" of well field pressure 

response to fluctuations in production rates. Permeability distributions in 

the two-phase (boiling) region determine the extent to which pressure at the 

two-phase/steam interface can be maintained over periods of substantial 

depletion (years). 

Under favorable circumstances, boiling rates away from the interface can 

be sufficiently large (equal to or larger than at the interface) to supply 

enough hotter steam to sustain temperature (hence pressure) at the interface. 

Then, the interface remains approximately stationary and at approximately 

constant pressure, while pressures decline away from the interface at the 

margins of the reservoir. The maps of average pressures as developed by 

Atkinson et ale (ref. 16) suggest that this type of behavior is present in 

Serrazzano. 

A pattern of depletion with approximately stationary two-phase/steam 

interface at approximately constant pressure can prevail as long as the 

reserves of liquid water last. Reservoir performance during this period 

depends little on ultimate fluid reserves, and the simulation is not very 

sensitive to variations of those parameters which determine ultimate fluid 

reserves. These are mainly porosity ¢ and vapor saturation S in the two

phase zone. Therefore we have kept ¢ constant at a "best guess" of 10%. 

Initial vapor saturation was chosen as follows. We compute relative 
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permeabilities from a version of Corey's equations: 

k 
steam 

kl · 'd lqUl 

1 

4 4 
(r-8) /r 

o 

for 8 < r 

for 8 > r 

for 8 < r 

for 8 > r 

with the residual immobile water saturation taken as a somewhat arbitrary 

l-r = 40%. 

The pressure maps of Atkinson et al. show that pressure gradients at 

depth are less than 1/3 the hydrostatic gradient, from which we conclude that 

no mobile liquid water is present in the reservoir. Thus, initial liquid 

water saturation 1-8 should not exceed 40%. We have taken 8 = 60% as initial 

conditions (summer of 1959), while adjusting the location of the two-phase/ 

steam interface in the course of development of the history match. 

During the development of the simulation, adjustments were also made to 

the assumed initial conditions for summer 1959. It was necessary to relinquish 

some detail (local variations) in order to model successfully overall field 

behavior. E.g., the well VC/I0 (near element E8, Figure 1) is an exceedingly 

strong producer (q ~ 25 kg/sec) with wellhead temperatures in excess of 260oC. 

The well VC/2 (near element C7, see Figure 1) at about 1 km distance from 

VC/I0, has a low well head temperature of approximately 180oC. 8uch large 

variations, which translate into large pressure differences between the 

(two-phase) steam sources, cannot be accomodated within the mesh. It is 

likely that Ve/lO is fed through a large fracture from depth, which is only 

poorly connected to the mesh, and that VC/2 is affected by shallow cold 
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aquifers. We connected VC/10 to a large element representing a deep boiling 

aquifer, and adopted smoothly varying initial conditions throughout the mesh. 

Apart from the inevitable adjustment in the case of VC/10, geometry and 

no-flow boundary conditions were kept fixed during the simulation. This was 

done chiefly because modifications based on simulation alone, without inde

pendent evidence, would seem rather arbitrary and speculative. Simulation 

results provide indirect evidence, however, that some cold water recharge is 

occurring near the margins, and that some steam reaches the main well field 

from outside the mesh (presumably through deep fractures.) 

5. Results 

Our current "best" model of the Serrazzano reservoir was arrived at, in 

its qualitative (conceptual) and quantitative features, through a large 

number of simulations. Parameters had to be adjusted again and again to 

rectify deficits in the simulated reservoir performance. It turned out to 

be very difficult to sustain observed flow rates throughout the entire 

modeling period (1959-1975), without "overshooting" pressures in the main 

well field for the first few years. This difficulty gives important clues 

to what is happening in the field (see below). 

Our model cannot resolve all of the uncertainties about parameters 

characterizing Serrazzano field. It remains in part speculative, and needs 

to be further checked and refined as more data become available. We do 

believe, however, that the model is plausible in view of general ideas about 

Serrazzano. And it appears reasonable in that it accounts for important 

trends and features observed in the field. 

~~alitatively, the reservoir model is that of a steam cap overlying a 

boiling aquifer. There is dry steam in the center, near the structural high 
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(where the main well field is located). Pore water (i.e., two-phase zones) is 

confined to the margins. Water is immobile throughout. It boils in place as 

steam flows to the wells. The two-phase/steam interface, located at approx-

imately -500 m (see Figure 1) acts as a nearly constant pressure boundary for 

the dry steam region. Gravity effects are small as only steam is mobile. 

In order to sustain field production over the entire 15.5-year period 

modeled, we had to introduce 6 zones of different permeability (see Figure 1 

and Table 3). Zone I includes the main well field. Its very high permea-

bility is necessitated by the observation that production rates at individual 

wells can fluctuate appreciably without very strong pressure response. Zones 

II and IV are essentially regions of dry steam flow, with permeabilities 

adjusted such as to provide proper resistance to steam flowing from the 

two-phase margins toward the main well field at the center of the reservoir. 

Zones III and VI are essentially two-phase regions, with permeabilities such 

as to obtain a pattern of nearly uniform boiling and hence good pressure 

maintenance at the two-phase/steam interface during depletion. Zone V is the 

deep boiling aquifer. The time-dependence of simulated average steam pressures 

is shown in Figure 3. Values for the slope of pressure decline versus cumula-

tive production (dp/dQ) deduced from this figure are given in Table 4 for the 

entire simulated period as well as for the post-1967 period. Average simulated 

pressure decline in the reservoir is somewhat slower than the value dp/dQ 

-10 16 -1.9 x 10 bar/kg as deduced from field data by Atkinson et al. 

Table 5 gives mass balances for the various zones, as well as for the 

entire reservoir. It is seen that Zones III and VI contribute roughly equal 

amounts to cumulative field production. Over 15 years the field loses 18.2% 

of the mass present on 1/1/60. Total mass reserves are approximately 
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1.7 x lOll kg in 1960, and 1.4 x lOll kg in 1975. These values are 

entirely consistent with Weres' estimate of an initial (pre-exploitation) 

mass content of 2.3 x lOll kg, and a total cumulative steam production to 

date of 0.9 x lOll kg. 18 

Production temperatures do not provide a meaningful test of the simulation, 

as much of the variation observed at the well heads is due to well-bore effects 

rather than reservoir processes.
8 

Simulated production temperatures are 

approximately constant over the 15.5 year period modeled, with variations 

o typically around 5-10 C. This is in rough agreement with field observa-

tions, although our simulation usually does not quantitatively agree with 

the small observed changes. 

Figure 4 compares simulated pressures for January 1960 (after 6 months 

of simulation) with the average pressures developed by Atkinson et al. 16 We 

consider the overall agreement to be satisfactory. Discrepancies are most 

pronounced in the southeast (A-B-C-D-region) and are due to our deliberate 

choice of initial conditions: data from wells VC/2 and Le Prata 4 indicate 

that the entire region is cooler and at lower pressures than was assumed in 

ref erence 16. 

Pressures obtained after 15.5 years of simulated time are compared with 

the January 1975 map of Atkinson et ale in Figure 5. For convenience of 

discussion we shall refer to the pressures as given by Atkinson et ale as 

"field pressures," although they are only in part backed up by actual field 

observations. 

While the general pattern of simulated pressures does resemble the 

"field pressures," for the most part there is no quantitative agreement in 

detail. Overall, simulated pressures are somewhat high. This is particularly 
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evident for pressures in the two-phase region, roughly corresponding to 

p > 20 bars, in both the eastern and western margins of the field. In our 

model, pressures in the two-phase regions decline solely as a consequence of 

temperature decline due to heat loss of the rock in boiling water. As we do 

impose proper steam production rates, we should obtain correct overall heat 

loss. There are three possible reasons why for a given overall heat loss 

pressures in the two-phase region could decline more rapidly in the field 

than in our model: (i) intrusion of some colder water into depleting two

phase zones would lower temperatures, hence pressures; (ii) the actual 

reservoir may be somewhat thinner than our model, or the two-phase/steam 

interface may be at a depth greater than 500 m, so that there would be less 

rock mass in contact with boiling water; (iii) heat transfer from the rock to 

the fluid may be inhibited because some of the permeability may be due to 

isolated fractures rather than the rock matrix. Further investigations 

are required to clarify this point. Pressures are also somewhat high near 

the main well field (N4-A3-G4-area). This is probably not entirely due to 

too high pressures in the two-phase region. The 20 bar contour, which 

roughly coincides with the two-phase/steam interface, agrees fairly well 

with the field pressures in the west, without overshooting excessively in 

the east. Thus, in order to make simulated pressures smaller near the main 

well field, we would need to diminish permeability along the I-phase flow 

path. This, however, would make it impossible to sustain the higher flow 

rates of the early 1960's. We believe that this difficulty may indicate that 

some of the steam supply to the main well field originates from deep fractures, 

rather than from that portion of the reservoir which is simulated in our 

present model. 
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Additional support for this hypothesis is provided by the peculiar 

depletion pattern observed during the simulation. In order to sustain the 

observed flow rates in the main well field, we had to fine-tune the permea

bility distribution carefully in the two-phase regions such as to optimize 

pressure maintenance at the two-phase/steam interface. This was achieved by 

making permeabilities in the two-phase regions rather "large," so that boiling 

would easily spread all the way to the hotter margins rather than being 

concentrated near the two-phase/steam interface. Resulting boiling rates are 

almost uniform throughout, and are actually increasing somewhat away from 

the interface toward the margins. During the entire simulation period, 

vapor saturations increase almost uniformly throughout the two-phase region, 

and the two-phase/steam interface remains stationary. These simulated results 

support some of the choices made with regard to initial distribution of 

pore water in 1959, namely, to place the two-phase/steam interface near 500 

m depth, where it is believed to have been in the pre-exploitation state, 

and to take initial vapor saturation to be constant (8 = 60%) throughout 

the two-phase zone. Thus, the model evolves in a way which is consistent with 

our assumptions for initial distribution of pore water. The extent to which 

we had to fine-tune the permeability distribution to achieve uniform boiling 

(and actually going somewhat beyond) in order to sustain production may 

indicate that in actuality not all production is generated through boiling in 

the two-phase zone modeled. The results seem to suggest that an as yet 

undetermined amount of steam enters the main well field through fractures from 

depth, perhaps at a rate of a few kg/sec. 
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6. Conclusion 

The work presented in this paper demonstrates the feasibility of field

wide distributed parameter simulations of vapor-dominated geothermal reser

voirs in geologically accurate irregular geometry. The simulated model is 

self-consistent and shows semi-quantitative agreement with field data. We 

believe that the simulation provides evidence for the validity of the physical 

model and mathematical methods used in the simulator SHAFT79. 

The simulated field behavior substantiates a conceptual model of 

Serrazzano reservoir as a steam cap overlying a boiling aquifer. Comparison 

with actual field behavior suggests the presence of cold water intrusion 

and/or incomplete heat transfer due to fractures at the margins, and signi

ficant upflow of steam from depth through fractures. Further work is needed to 

evaluate these processes quantitatively. 

Our numerical model of Serrazzano reservoir, while open to further 

refinement, is expected to be useful for studies of cold water injection. 

Future work will be directed at (i) extrapolating production beyond 

1975 and comparing flow rate predictions with field data; (ii) conducting 

sensitivity studies to determine ranges of parameters compatible with observed 

field behavior; and (iii) extrapolating field performance beyond 1980, 

including alternative scenarios for injection of cold water. 
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Nomenclature 

CR specific heat of rock, J/oC kg 

H thickness of reservoir, m 

~ thermal conductivity of rock, W/moC 

k absolute permeability, milliDarcy (~ la-15
m

2
) 

k relative permeability of liquid, fraction 
liquid 

k relative permeability of steam, fraction 
steam 

5 
p pressure, Pascal or bar (= 10 Pascal) 

Q fluid production, kg 

q rate of fluid production, kg/s 

r parameter for relative permeability functions, 
dimensionless 

S volumetric vapor saturation, fraction 

T temperature, °c 

t time, s 

PR rock density, kg/m 
3 

¢ porosity, dimensionless 
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simulated 
time 

number of 
time steps 

average 
time step 

20 

total 
CPU-time 

CPU-time typical 
per time step throughput 

15.5 years 243 23.3 days 2267 sec 9.3 sec 12.7 

Table 1: SHAFT79 - Performance for Serrazzano Simulation. 
Throughput is the ratio of mass produced in a time step 
to mass initially in place in the producing element (the 
figure given is for well Pozzaie 2 at element N4, see 
Figure 1). 



PARAMETERS 

geometrical definition of reservoir 

rock properties: density p ; specific ( 
heat CR; heat conductivity KR ~ 

permeability: k 

porosity: cp 

boundary conditions 

initial conditions: 

wells: locations 
flow rates 

temperature T; 
pressure p; } 
vapor saturation S 

pressures p as function of time 

RATING 
Availability Sensitivity 

A-B B 

A a 

B B 

B a 

A-B o.-S 

A-B B 

B B 

A B 
A B 

A-B 

HANDLING 

Essentially fixed (minor adjustments 
where imperative) 

fixed (p = 2600 k g/m
3

; CR 775 
00) J/kg C; K = 2.1 W/m C 

R 

adjustable 

fixed at somewhat arbitrary cp 10% 

fixed (no flow) 

adjustable within a range 

adjustable 

fixed 
fixed} as measured 

to be matched by simulation 

Table 2: Serrazzano Data Base. The various parameter groups needed for a simulation are rated on scales of 
availability (A: rather good definition from field data; B: not well defined from field data, 
hence susceptible to rather arbitrary adjustments; A-B: intermediate) and sensitivity (a: parameter 
variations have little impact on simulated field performance; S: parameter variations have strong 
impact on simulated field performance; 0.-6: intermediate). Availability ratings apply to period 
after 1960. 

N 
f-' 



ZONE 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

Table 3 

22 

PERMEABILITY 
(milliDarcy) 

4000 

90 

85 

25 

85 

40 

Permeability Distribution. 
The zones are defined in 
Figure 1. 
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-10 
REGION -dp/dQ (10 bar/kg) 

1960-75 1967-75 

III .74 1.10 

VI 1.91 2.29 

entire .75 1.35 
reservoir 

Table 4: Simulated Pressure Decline 
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Vapor Mass 8 
REGION Saturation (%) Content (10 kg) Mass Loss 

1960 1975 1960 1975 10
8

kg % 

I 100 100 1.89 1.84 .05 2.6 

II 99.9 100 6.37 4.97 1.40 22.0 

III 69.0 73.8 1108.8 950.3 158.5 14.3 

IV 83.9 86.5 87.2 74.3 12.9 14.8 

VI 60.7 72.6 464.3 333,3 131.0 28.2 

R 73.3 78.5 1668.7 1364.8 303.9 18.2 

Table 5 Simulated Mass Balances 
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XBL 797-75918 

Fig. 1. Areal map of Serrazzano geothermal reservoir. (Thin lines-
contours of caprock elevations; straight lines--geological 
cross sections; thick lines--boundaries of zones with differ
ent permeability) 
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XBL 787-9570 

Fig. 2. Serrazzano mesh in rotated perspective views. 



SERRAZZANO RESERVOIR - AVERAGE PRESSURES 

40 
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Year 
XBL 807-1402 

Fig. 3. Simulated average pressures. 
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JANUARY 1960 
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Fig. 4. Pressure distribution for January 1960. The thick con
tours are based on field observations (units: bars), 
whereas the thin contours are simulated results (units: 
Pascals). The simulated results refer to the lowest 
layer of the reservoir model. Simulated vertical pressure 
variations are small (~l bar). Pressure increments be
tween contour lines are 5 x 105 Pascal = 5 bar. 
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Fig. 5. Pressure distribution for January 1975. 
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